SUMMARY
The hippocampus plays an important role in memory for events that are distinct in space and time. One of the strongest, most synchronous neural signals produced by the hippocampus is the sharp-wave ripple (SWR), observed in a variety of mammalian species during offline behaviors, such as slow-wave sleep [1] [2] [3] and quiescent waking and pauses in exploration [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , leading to long-standing and widespread theories of its contribution to plasticity and memory during these inactive or immobile states [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Indeed, during sleep and waking inactivity, hippocampal SWRs in rodents appear to support spatial long-term and working memory [4, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , but so far, they have not been linked to memory in primates. More recently, SWRs have been observed during active, visual scene exploration in macaques [24] , opening up the possibility that these active-state ripples in the primate hippocampus are linked to memory for objects embedded in scenes. By measuring hippocampal SWRs in macaques during search for scene-contextualized objects, we found that SWR rate increased with repeated presentations. Furthermore, gaze during SWRs was more likely to be near the target object on repeated than on novel presentations, even after accounting for overall differences in gaze location with scene repetition. This proximity bias with repetition occurred near the time of target object detection for remembered targets. The increase in ripple likelihood near remembered visual objects suggests a link between ripples and memory in primates; specifically, SWRs may reflect part of a mechanism supporting the guidance of search based on past experience.
RESULTS
Two adult macaques searched for target objects embedded in photographic scenes, comprising unique object-scene pairs ( Figures 1A and 1B) . They showed faster detection-speeded search-with stimulus repetition ( Figure 1C ; Z(1,218) = À13.438, p < 3.5989eÀ41), indicating relational/episodic-like memory for the target objects in context [25] [26] [27] [28] . Hippocampal recordings were obtained during task performance using depth-adjustable indwelling tetrodes [24, 29, 30] . Recordings showed that sharpwave ripples (SWRs) occurred at higher rates on repeated trials than on novel trials ( Figure 2A ; p % 0.0001, permutation test). To determine when the repetition-related enhancement emerges in the trial, we calculated ripple rates at increasing delays from scene onset, by novel-and repeated-trial repetition groups (Figure 2B ; gray lines indicate different rates between trial groups; permutation test, n = 10,000). Repeated trials had higher ripple rates beginning shortly into the trial and were not restricted to narrow temporal windows from trial onset.
In rodents, ripple-related replay predicts the animal's navigation to learned locations [19, 20, 31] , and ripple occurrence is associated with learning goal locations when rats are stopped near those goals [17] ; therefore, we reasoned that ripples in macaques may show a visuospatial homolog of the locomotor spatial navigation effects described in rodents. Because visual scan paths are known to change with trial repetition [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , we reasoned that ripples occurring during repeated-scene search may be more frequent when gaze is focused near the target object than any such effect seen during novel trials. Figure 3A shows example SWR local field potential (LFP) traces from both monkeys, some occurring when gaze was near the target object. Figure 3B shows an example sequence of fixations (''scan path'') on a repeated trial that contained a ripple near the target location (see Movie S1 for an example from the other subject). To quantify this, we took the gaze location at the time of each ripple during search and measured the distance to the scene's target object (''proximity''), yielding two distributions of proximity values: one for SWRs from novel trials and the other from repeated trials. We predicted that there would be a greater likelihood of SWR-locked fixations near the target on repeated than on novel trials. In Figure 3C , the probability distribution of SWR-locked gaze proximity for repeated trials is expressed as a proportion of the novel-trial distribution (''SWR,'' purple line). Repeated trials had a greater likelihood of SWR-locked fixations near the target than novel trials had (e.g., at a 6-degree visual angle [DVA] ).
Critically, the prior distribution of fixation distances to targets may be biased and could vary with trial repetition. As an extreme example, if all fixations were closer to the target on repeated trials than on novel trials, then the subset of fixations that co-occur with SWRs would also, by definition, be closer, and not due to any relation to the SWR. We therefore obtained the prior probabilities, i.e., the proximity distributions for all non-SWR-locked fixations by trial type and again calculated the likelihood index (here, the likelihood of a given non-SWR-locked proximity value for repeated distribution/the likelihood of that value for the novel distribution). The repeated-trial bias in proximity-attraction of gaze to the repeated-trial target-was specific to SWR-locked fixations. To compare SWR-locked and non-SWR-locked proximity changes with repetition, we mean-subtracted repeatedtrial distances from the novel-trial distances in each group (SWR/no SWR) and compared them using a rank-sum test, revealing a significant effect ( Figure 3D ; Z(2,386, 217) = 3.856, p = 0.000116; SWR means: novel = 14.49 DVA, repeated = 13.70 DVA; no SWR means: novel = 13.60 DVA, repeated = 14.72 DVA). The repeated-trial proximity bias was greater (repeated fixations were closer) for SWR-locked fixations compared to non-SWR-locked fixations.
As illustrated in Figure 3B , the proximity of SWR-locked gaze to the target may precede or facilitate target detection. If so, the gaze proximity results of Figures 3C and 3D may be related to remaining time to detection. We measured the proximity of SWRlocked fixations occurring at fixed time intervals leading up to detection, for novel and repeated trials, where memory-guided effects could only be occurring in the repeated-trial group. SWR-locked fixations were closer to the target than SWR-locked novel-trial fixations in the seconds leading up to target detection (see Figure 4A for p values, permutation test, n = 10,000). In contrast, among fixations unaccompanied by SWRs, the repeated-trial fixations were consistently farther from the target than novel fixations in the seconds leading up to target detection (see Figure 4A for p values, permutation test, n = 10,000).
To better understand the interaction between SWRs and repeated target detection, we compared the difference in novel and repeated distances for SWR-locked fixations and non-SWR-locked fixations ( Figure 4B ). Here, from 1 to 9 s before the trial ends, SWR-locked and non-SWR-locked fixations differed in their proximity bias with trial repetition. Specifically, SWR-locked fixations near the end of the trial were closer to repeated than to novel targets, and this change in proximity was greater than what was observed for non-SWR-locked fixations (see Figure 4B for p values, permutation test, n = 10,000).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we measured hippocampal SWRs that appeared as macaques searched for target objects naturally embedded in photographic scenes, comprising unique events. With repetition, ripples became more frequent near the target object in time and space, demonstrating a link between ripples and memory in primates.
In rats, goals are over-represented in both the preponderance of SWRs and as representations in ripple-associated internally generated sequences [17, 20] , putatively through NMDA-Rdependent processes [17] . During sequence replay of location representations, specific cell firing can be biased by current in-field cells [20, 31] (see also [21] ). Although speculative, such a bias in the present study could increase view-selective firing near the target, facilitating later recall of the target location.
In addition to the local neuronal populations modulated during SWRs, SWR-associated population bursts can have widespread effects on neocortical and subcortical structures [2, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , while targeting specific subsets of cells in select target areas [43, 44] . Thus, the role of SWRs in waking tasks may relate to memory retrieval and the generation of goal trajectories [11] affecting extra-hippocampal systems [43, 45] .
Ripples are detected relatively infrequently in vivo, and particularly in primates [30, [46] [47] [48] ; nevertheless, we observed that they occur reliably during visual task performance, session after session [24] . The rates observed are most likely lower bounds, due to the limited sampling across subfields and along the septotemporal axis, typically in one hemisphere, and the amplitude threshold detection methods are susceptible to false negatives. This is true across species but is likely to be exacerbated when sampling reflects a smaller proportion of area, as in the manyfold larger hippocampi of macaques and humans compared to rats and mice. Even with these considerations, SWRs/internally generated sequences (IGSs) do not appear to occur with each instance of learning or recall in rodents, and, as such, they may be conceived as modulators rather than mediators of these processes (see [12] [13] [14] for reviews). The results in macaques are in line with these reports in rodents, with the note that SWRs appear in macaques not only in quiescence and in pauses in exploration, but also during active exploration [24] . Further, the present results suggest a juxtaposition of two different, associated activities seen in the rat hippocampus: IGSs during task , yellow dashed square) has been added. The onset of gaze within the AOI that exceeded the detection threshold (''detection time'') occurred 3.8 s after scene onset; the ripple occurred 300 ms before the detection onset, i.e., 3.5 s after scene onset. See Movie S1 for scan path example from the other subject.
(C) Probability distributions of all fixation distances to the target (''proximity likelihood''), expressed as a ratio of novel-/repeated-trial distributions. Separate ratios were calculated for fixations that did/did not accompany SWRs, to explore whether memory-related changes in fixations may be associated with SWR occurrence. For fixations accompanied by SWRs (purple line), the likelihood of a given distance from fixation to target is shown as the ratio of novel/repeated fixations at a given distance; thus, a proximity likelihood ratio >1 indicates a greater likelihood on repeated trials at that distance. The ratios obtained from non-SWR-locked fixations are shown in gray (''No SWR'').
(D) Comparison of fixation distances to target for fixations accompanied by SWRs and those occurring in the absence of SWRs. Fixations from repeated trials were normalized by mean-subtracting novel fixation distances, for each group (SWR and no SWR), plotted with 95% confidence intervals, and separated by animal: filled triangle (M1) and circle (M2). Relative to the distances at the time of encoding, SWR-locked fixations (purple) are closer to the target than non-SWRlocked fixations (gray; p < 0.001, rank-sum test; SWR, n = 217; no SWR, n = 2,386).
performance on one hand and SWRs and IGSs at trial end/the search goal on the other. Vicarious trial and error (VTE) is behavior seen in rodents during exploration and decision-making and is associated with strong, protracted theta-band activity [49] . Whereas some aspects of behavior during exploration of visual images in macaques may map onto VTE, the theta rhythm is relatively weak and transient compared to its appearance during rest and offline epochs [24] . It's unclear whether the computations attributed to VTE could be conveyed through ripples in primates.
Alternatively, although highly speculative, SWR rates may be related to changes in reward anticipation. Broadly supporting this, reward consumption leads to increased SWR rates in rats [17] , and changing reward rate is ''tracked'' by SWR and associated patterned replay [50] . In the present study, perceived likelihood of reward can change with gaze location and as a function of trial repetition, similar to SWR rates. On novel trials, it is unclear whether the animal will find the difficult target. Indeed, in some cases, gaze may land right on the target without recognition. Proximity to the target is unknown during search on novel trials. On repeated trials, the situation changes. Particularly for object/scene exemplars that are not immediately recognized, it may take some ''looking around'' before finding a cue that aids recall, at which point the animal has a rapid change in anticipated reward. Even if the exact target location or stimulus content is unclear, they may recognize that they are in the correct region (e.g., part of a landscape or, in Figure 3A , set of tulips). This would be distinct from well-learned scene-target associations for which reward is correctly anticipated from the outset. During search, typical saccade sizes overlap with image content in patches within the scene, thus patches of scene near the target are more likely to be similar in content, i.e., predictive of the target in space, visual similarity, and temporal order. Over trials, this may have produced a bias in SWR occurrence on repeated trials near the target, in space and time, within $8-degree swaths of the target and within the final 1-9 s of search. This is only one of many possible accounts, and it could be properly tested with different experiments in which rate of reward was varied in predictable ways (e.g., by location or image type), cueing of the target was systematically varied (controlling sampling during encoding and cueing during recall), and through task responses that indicate reward prediction (e.g., anticipatory lipping responses).
In general, the interest in SWRs lies in their reflection of strong local population synchrony and selective activation and their ability to alter activity in distant structures. These properties were considered useful during ''offline'' epochs, when stimulus-related processing would not be corrupted by such activity. Although speculative, the increased incidence of SWRs near visual goal detection suggests that one consequence of SWR activity may be to exert a memory-related top-down influence on neural systems that guide behavior, including the oculomotor system [50] . In sum, the SWR-mediated mechanisms that support route finding and spatial decision-making in rodents may be co-opted in primates to support non-ambulatory visual and episodic-like learning, using past experience to guide visual search toward goals.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed experimental procedures are available in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Experimental Design
All procedures were conducted with approval from the local ethics and animal care authorities (Animal Care Committee, Canadian Council on Animal Care). Two adult female rhesus macaques (M1 and M2), M. mulatta, performed a memory-guided visual target detection task thought to require hippocampal function in primates [25] . The modified flicker change detection task is shown in Figure 1 and consisted of an original scene that alternated with an objectmanipulated scene, with a short mask (gray screen) shown between each image presentation, making the changing object difficult to identify without prior experience with that flicker scene. Found targets were rewarded with the delivery of a preferred juice. The data presented here were included in part in previous publications, addressing questions related to saccades and visual search, but not memory [24, 29] .
Electrophysiological Preparation and Recordings
The surgical and experimental procedures are described in detail in Leonard et al. [24] (M1 and M2). Tetrodes (Thomas Recordings) or electrodes were placed in the CA3/DG region of the hippocampus to record LFPs. SWR events were identified as events that registered 3 SD above the mean ripple-band envelope. The Supplemental Experimental Procedures describe the detection in more detail.
Statistical Procedures
Novel/Repeated SWR Rate Comparisons Sharp-wave ripple rates were compared for 584 novel and 749 repeated trials, where both novel-and repeated-trial durations were under 30 s (''hits''). We compared the observed mean rate difference between novel and repeated conditions (novel mean SWR/min: 0.306; repeated mean SWR/min: 0.708) to 10,000 mean rate differences generated by randomly swapping condition labels for the trial duration and SWR occurrence (see Figure 2A ).
Rates as a Function of Time from Scene Onset
Using a sliding window (width 4 s, steps 1 s), SWR rate was calculated as the number of SWR events divided by all trial durations that fell into that window. Differences in rates were tested using a permutation test for novel versus repeated rates for each sliding window, corrected using the positive false discovery rate (pFDR) method [51] ). Figure 2B shows bootstrap-estimated variability for each window of each condition.
Visual Distance between Fixation and Target during SWRs
For all fixations during scene search, the distance between fixation and target edge was calculated. For both SWR-locked and non-locked fixations, repeated distances were subtracted from the mean novel distances, shown in Figure 3D , expressed in DVA, with 95% bootstrap confidence intervals (n = 10,000). Positive values represent larger novel distances (i.e., repeated-trial fixations had the proximity bias, meaning that they were closer), where negative values represent larger repeated distances (i.e., a novel trial has a proximity bias). These distances were compared with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For both SWR-locked fixations and non-SWR-locked fixations, the frequency distribution of distances from fixation to target edge was calculated using a kernel density function. The density for each repeated bin was then divided by the corresponding novel bin to establish a repeated/novel ratio, describing the relative change in SWR likelihood at various distances from the target (Figure 3C, purple) . The ratio was also calculated for non-SWRlocked fixations ( Figure 3C, gray) , indicating changes in fixation distances with repetition, outside of SWR co-occurrences.
Distance between Fixation and Target over Time
In Figure 4A , for SWR-locked fixations and non-SWR-locked fixations, the difference in gaze distance from target was calculated in a given 4-s window. Positive values reflect shorter repeated distances than novel (proximity bias), and negative values reflect shorter novel distances than repeated. In Figure 4B , the mean difference between SWR-locked fixations and non-SWR-locked fixations was calculated in a given window. In both cases, a label swap procedure was run for each window, establishing the probability of the observed difference distances, corrected using the pFDR method (Figure 4) [51] .
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures and one movie and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1016/j.cub.2016.11.027.
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